




This is for information to all our clients who have availed 
clerical recheck service for the 2022 board examinations 

MARKING 
● To ensure accuracy of marks awarded for each item, the marked answer scripts are  cross 

checked and verified that all items are marked; 
● To ensure consistency in marking and the award of marks, the chief markers conduct 

random re-evaluation of marked answer scripts providing feedback to the markers; 
● Then the marked answer scripts are compiled in ascending order and handed over for 

item tabulation. This ensures zero error in the award of marks by the markers; 

TABULATION 
Double entry of marks from the marked answer scripts was initiated in the year 2018 to ensure 
accuracy. There were two separate systems to capture item-level marks (item tabulation) and 
cover page marks (mark tabulation). Marks from these two systems were manually validated. 
Starting from 2021 examinations, a new tabulation system was implemented for the capture of 
examination data. It involved two independent entries of marks from the marked answer scripts 
into one system by the tabulators. Item-level marks and cover page marks are now validated by 
the system: 

Item Tabulation 

● Item tabulators enter all the candidates’ marks item wise for each subject. This ensures 
all marks are entered ‘item wise’ and additions done correctly. 

Mark tabulation 

● Mark tabulators enter the totalled marks for each question from the cover page against 
each candidate’s admin number. 

The tabulators don’t punch in the index numbers. Barcode reader scans the barcode of the index 
number on the cover page and the admin number is extracted from the system which pops up 
automatically. Against this admin number the item tabulators and mark tabulators enter the 
mark. This ensures confidentiality of the candidates. 
  



Validation of Total Marks 

Tabulation system automatically flags the candidate’s paper if the total marks entered by the 
item tabulators and mark tabulators do not match. If the mark entry error is with item tabulation, 
the paper is sent to item tabulators for rectification and if the mark entry error is with mark 
tabulation, error is rectified by the mark tabulator. Only when the total marks match, the mark 
tabulator can save the marks for the result processing. This ensures that marks entered 
correspond to the correct index number minimising human error and 100% accurate results for 
the candidates. 
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